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Abstract 

This study investigates the effect of the contact size and the gross-slip sliding amplitude 

on the fretting wear rate of a steel flat-on-flat interface. Results confirm an asymptotic 

decrease of the wear rate with the contact size. This evolution is induced by an easier 

oxygen access to the interface favoring abrasive wear according to the Contact 

Oxygenation Concept (COC) and by a faster ejection of the protective debris particles 

from the interface according to the Third Body Theory (TBT). To decouple these COC 

and TBT contributions, the effect of the sliding amplitude and the contact orientation 

with respect to the sliding direction is assessed using an original macro-texturation test 

strategy. Wear rate evolutions as well as SEM-EDX fretting scar analyses suggested 

that COC is mainly driven by the minimum distance between the contact center and the 

open air contact edges (LCOC), whereas TBT wear process is chiefly controlled by the 

ratio of the collinear contact length to the sliding amplitude (LTBT/δg). Assuming a 

weighted influence of the contact oxygenation process on the TBT wear process, a 

simple power-law formulation is introduced to quantify the contact size effect on the 
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energy wear rate fluctuation. A very good correlation with the experiments confirms the 

stability of the proposal.  

1. Introduction 

Fretting is a surface degradation process invariably observed when two bodies in 

contact experience small amplitude oscillatory movements [1]. Wear and fatigue 

cracking mechanisms may interact depending on the loading conditions. When larger 

sliding amplitudes are imposed inducing gross slip condition, wear process caused by 

debris formation and ejection prevails [2]. Fretting-induced damage is a widespread 

problem that manifests itself in a wide range of industrial applications ranging from 

cables and riveted connections in civil engineering contacts to blade/disk assemblies in 

aeronautics [3,4]. Many efforts were made during the past decades to investigate how 

the contact loading conditions such as the normal force, frequency, sliding amplitude, 

contact size, ambient and temperature conditions could influence fretting wear [5–12]. 

Additionally, different strategies were applied to quantify wear rate evolution. Archard 

[13] wear law is the most common approach expressing the wear volume as a linear 

function of the product of the normal force by the sliding distance. This law was 

completed considering the energy wear approach linking the wear volume extension to 

the friction work dissipated in the interface [5,14,15]. Assuming a linear correlation, a 

friction energy wear coefficient can be extracted. One advantage of this formulation 

compared to Archard approach is the possibility to take into account the effect of the 

friction coefficient [16]. For constant friction behaviors, both Archard and friction energy 

wear approaches lead to similar conclusions although the friction work is intrinsically 

more pertinent to describe the cyclic shear strains generated at the interface. Another 
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strategy to assess fretting wear damage consists in applying the Third Body Theory 

(TBT) [17–19]. The wear volume extension is expressed here as a balance between the 

debris formation flow generated at the fretted interfaces (first bodies) and the debris 

ejection process expelling the so-called “Third Body (TB)” from the interface. This 

approach provides a more physical description of the fretting wear process but is still 

not easy to implement in practical situations due to the difficulty of expressing the debris 

flow parameter. However, by combining both the friction energy and the third body 

approaches, this paper will underline the benefit of considering these two tribological 

concepts to better predict fretting wear volume extension.  

A key problem in fretting wear analysis is the difficultly to extrapolate the wear rates 

extracted from small laboratory fretting wear tests to predict the wear volume extension 

in large industrial interfaces. Like many damage processes as the fatigue of materials, 

there is a crucial interest to better formalize the contact size effect in the fretting wear. 

Former investigations focusing on Ti-6Al-4V and 52100 steel interfaces suggested an 

asymptotic decrease of the wear rate as a function of the contact size [20–22] (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the friction energy wear rate of a sphere-on-flat 52100 steel interface as a 

function of the Hertzian contact radius applying a pH,max= 1100 MPa maximum Hertzian pressure 

(aHref = 0.1 mm) (After [21]).  

The physical interpretation of such tendency is still unclear. A first explanation was 

derived from the Third Body Theory (TBT). Arguing that the larger the contact size, the 

longer the debris path before being ejected, it was concluded that large contact, by 

favoring thicker protective debris layer, tends to reduce the global wear rate [9,10,21–

23]. Another explanation was derived from the Contact Oxygenation Concept (COC) 

[24–26] suggesting that the global wear rate of a fretting contact is mainly driven by the 

partition between adhesive and abrasive wear zones operating within the fretted 

interface. Because abrasive wear displays higher wear rate (i.e. material removal rate) 

than adhesive one, it could be concluded that the larger the abrasive wear area in the 

fretting scar the higher the global wear rate.  
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In fact, one can suppose that these two concepts are implied simultaneously to explain 

the reduction of the wear rate versus the contact size. Hence, one objective of this work 

is to clarify the relative influence of TBT and COC processes regarding the contact size 

effect on fretting wear fluctuations. An original experimental strategy involving a low-

alloyed steel crossed flat-on-flat fretting contact configuration is adapted. This flat-on-flat 

contact not only prevents the contact area extension [27] but also allows the easy 

adjustment of the collinear contact length along the sliding direction (LC) as well as the 

transverse length to this latter (LT) (i.e. the apparent contact area is simply the product 

of LC by LT). Therefore, by adjusting LC and LT contact lengths, it appears possible to 

monitor independently the COC process which is assumed isotropic (i.e. driven by the 

minimum distance from the contact center to the open air) from the anisotropic TBT 

wear process which is mainly driven by the LC collinear length (i.e. debris length path 

before ejection). 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1 Materials 

The material used in the current study is 34NiCrMo16 which is a tempered low-alloy 

steel whose mechanical properties are shown in Table 1 [27].  

Table 1. Mechanical properties of 34NiCrMo16 (obtained from the documentation of material 

supplier [27]). 

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) Poisson’s ratio, ν Yield stress (0.2%), σy 0.2% (MPa) Ultimate stress ,σu (MPa) 

205 0.3 950 1130 
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2.2 Experimental setup and data acquisition 

Fretting tests were performed on a hydraulic actuator (Fig. 2a) which is specifically 

adapted to investigate large contact configurations. Experiments were performed at 

ambient conditions of temperature (25 °C ± 5 °C) and humidity (RH=40% ± 10%) such 

that the top sample is submitted to fretting displacements while keeping the bottom 

sample fixed. High resolution sensors permit online measurements of the tangential 

force (Q), the tangential displacement (δ) and the normal force (P) allowing tracing the 

(Q-δ) fretting log (Fig. 2b). In fact, the displacement amplitude (δ*) (i.e. the maximum 

displacement in a fretting cycle) does not reflect the real contact sliding due to the 

tangential accommodation of the test rig. To maintain a constant sliding amplitude 

during fretting test, the displacement amplitude (δ*) is continuously adjusted in order to 

keep a constant sliding amplitude (δg) which is measured when Q=0 (Fig. 2b). Note that 

the fretting displacement amplitude which is commonly expressed in micron is presently 

expressed in mm to be consistent with the contact length scale dimension.  

By summing the areas of the fretting loops in the fretting log (Fig. 2c), the accumulated 

dissipated friction energy can be estimated (Eq. 1). 

∑Ed = ∑Ed(i)

N

i=1

 
(1) 

To assess the friction evolution during fretting, an averaged energy friction coefficient µe 

is considered (Eq. 2) [5]. 

μe =
Ed

4. P. δg
 

(2) 
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Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of the: (a) experimental horizontal hydraulic set-up; (b) gross-slip 

fretting cycle; and (c) fretting log with δg kept constant by monitoring δ*. 
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2.3 Contact geometry 

2.3.1 Plain flat-on-flat configuration 

Fig. 3 describes the “plain” flat-on-flat (mono) contact geometry characterized by a 

rectangular contact area “A = LC × LT” such that “LC” is the longitudinal contact length 

collinear with the sliding direction (δ) and “LT” is the transverse contact length 

perpendicular to the sliding direction (δ). However, due to technical aspects related to 

the stability and the alignment of the fretted interface, mono-contact configurations 

cannot allow testing LC or LT values lower than 2 mm. To investigate lower LC or LT 

values, an original macro-texturation strategy is applied. 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the studied crossed plain flat-on-flat contact geometry and the 

associated contact sizes (LC and LT) where the top sample is moving and the bottom sample is 

fixed. 

2.3.2 Textured samples: access to smaller contact sizes 

The investigation of third body flows and contact oxygenation at very small contact sizes 

is achieved by texturing bottom samples while keeping the top samples plain 

(untextured). The texturation method involves machining rectangular grooves on the 

plane surface of the bottom specimens in order to evacuate the third body particles and 
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consequently control their influence on the friction and wear response (Fig. 4a). The 

grooves thickness (LG) and the depth (D) are maintained constant at 0.5 and 1 mm 

respectively (Fig. 4a). Using this macro-texturation procedure, LT lengths ranging from 

0.5 to 2.5 mm while fixing LC = Lref = 5 mm were investigated. This “LT” test procedure 

is combined with an equivalent “LC” experimental analysis where LC is varied from 0.75 

to 2.25 mm while LT is kept constant at Lref = 5 mm. The shift between “LT” and “LC” 

experiments is simply obtained by adjusting the orientation of the bottom (fixed) 

specimen versus the top moving untextured specimen as detailed in Fig. 4. Note that 

LC=0.5 mm experiments were excluded from the analysis due to flexural fatigue failure 

of the textured surface. The nominal contact area of the textured surface is estimated 

using the following expression substituting LT or LC in the variable X such that: 

If Lref − Ent (
Lref

(X+LG)
) × (X + LG) < X    then 

A = ((Ent (
Lref

(X + LG)
)) × X + Lref − Ent (

Lref
(X + LG)

) × (X + LG)) × Lref 
 

(3) 

Else, A = ((Ent (
Lref

(X+LG)
) + 1) × X) × Lref 

If X = Lref  then A = Aref = Lref × Lref  

Finally, the normal force P (N) is adjusted in a way to maintain a constant mean contact 

pressure at a desired value p=100 MPa whatever the contact configuration such that: 

P = A × p (4) 
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Fig. 4. (a) Crossed flat-on-flat configuration with textured bottom samples; (b) geometrical 

description of the textures orientation with respect to the sliding direction where the top sample 

is moving parallel to the grooves in case of variable LT or perpendicular to them in case of 

variable LC while keeping the bottom sample fixed. 

2.3.3 Test procedure  

Fig. 5 illustrates the given multi-scale experimental strategy combining both plain and 

macro-textured crossed flat contact configurations. Several tests were done starting 

from a reference plain contact (repeated three times) having a contact pressure pref=100 

MPa, number of cycles Nref= 20000, sliding frequency fref=1 Hz, sliding amplitude δg,ref=± 

0.1 mm, and a square apparent contact area Aref=25 mm² (LC=LT=5 mm). Keeping 

constant p, N and δg at these reference conditions, LT and LC  were then adjusted from 

5 to 0.5 mm to undertake “LT” and “LC”  experiments as detailed previously (Fig. 5a). 
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Then, a specific set of experiments will be done varying δg from ±0.025 mm to ± 0.2 mm 

while LT = LC = Lref   to establish coupled interactions between LC and δg. 

 

Fig. 5. Multi-scale experimental test strategy showing the selected geometrical and sliding 

parameters: (a) “LT” versus “LC” (δg=0.1 mm); (b) sliding amplitude “δg” versus “LC” (LT=5 mm) 

(Nref=20000 cycles, pref=100 MPa, and fref= 1 Hz). 
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2.4 Wear volume analysis 

To evaluate surface topography after wear damage, the top and bottom samples are 

ultrasonically cleaned for 20 minutes to eliminate the remaining debris particles. Then, 

3D fretting scars are acquired using interferometric profilometry (Fig. 6). 2D wear 

profiles can be obtained by averaging the 3D profiles on the transverse length. 

 

Fig. 6. 3D and 2D wear profiles of the worn samples obtained by 3D interferometric profilometry 

of the top samples in plain and textured specimens. 
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By defining a reference plane, the wear volume is calculated from the difference 

between the volumes below and above the reference plane denoted by V- and V+ 

respectively (Eq. 5) [27]. 

Vt = V- - V+ (5) 

By summing the wear volumes of the top and bottom samples, the total wear volume V 

can be calculated (Eq. 6). 

V = Vt (top) + Vt (bottom) (6) 

3. Results 

3.1 Grooves’ fill-up mechanism 

One advantage of the textured samples is the possibility of the online observation of the 

grooves’ fill-up process by the debris particles generated within the lateral fretted 

interface. In Fig. 7, series of images were taken for a contact configuration having LT=2 

mm (LC=5 mm). Note that good-resolution transverse observations are currently, not 

possible due to the presence of mechanical components, required to apply the normal 

load (see Fig. 2a). It appears that the first oxide debris particles are ejected around 100 

cycles. Besides, the grooves are completely filled between 1000 and 5000 cycles (Fig. 

7a). However, debris particles undergo continuous compaction after 5000 cycles till the 

end of the test due to the continuous creation and ejection of debris to the grooves. 

Interestingly, whatever the textures size, the groove fill-up mechanism is generally the 

same and can be summarized by the following (1) to (9) steps as illustrated in Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 7. (a) Camera acquisitions showing grooves’ fill-up mechanism obtained from textured 

samples with LT=2 mm, and LC=5 mm, for N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm and f=1 

Hz. (b) Schematic illustration of the grooves’ fill-up mechanism: (1) initial  stage; (2) ejection of 

debris particles; (3) agglomeration of debris particles on the top; (4) formation of a bridge of 

agglomerated debris on the top; (5) collapse and fall of some debris particles to the bottom; (6) 

accumulation of debris particles at the bottom; (7) clustering of debris particles on the top and 

bottom; (8) fill up of the hole with uncompact debris; (9) continuous compaction of the debris 

filling the hole. 

During the first few cycles, metal-metal interaction takes place leading to an increase in 

the coefficient of friction (1). Around the first 100 cycles, and once the metal-metal 

interaction becomes intense, the first debris particles are ejected out of the contact (2) 

leading to a decrease in the coefficient of friction due to the accommodating effect of the 

debris entrapped between the contacting first bodies. Then, the debris particles start to 

agglomerate on the topside of the groove from the edges towards the center (3) until 

clustering into a bridge which is detected between 278 and 698 cycles (4). Due to the 

applied normal load, the gravitational forces, and the powdery form of wear particles, 

the freshly formed debris will push the older conglomerates downside which will 

collapse into smaller particles that will occupy the bottom side of the grooves (5). 
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Following this, debris particles start to accumulate on the bottom side of the grooves (6) 

until reaching a state where the latter form big clusters on the top and the bottom sides 

of the groove (7). In step (8), the groove will be thoroughly filled with uncompact debris 

particles. Under the influence of applied loads and the continual production of debris 

particles, the groove will be entirely filled with continuously compacting conglomerates.  

It is noteworthy that similar observations were reported for the stages (1) to (4) by a 

previous study [28] which was carried out using closed laser-textured micro-pores. The 

fact of having opened and relatively large grooves appears as an advantage in the 

current study which helped establish a complete grooves’ fill-up process from stage (1) 

to (9). 

SEM observations of the third body reveal the presence of a significant amount of 

powdery agglomerating particles (Fig. 8a & b). Fig. 8c shows an example of a plate-like 

sheet having a thickness of 2.53 µm embedded within the ejected particles which might 

be one of the precursors of powdery particles.  

One important conclusion of this investigation is that the debris accumulated within the 

grooves displays a powdery structure such that even when the grooves are fully fed up, 

an easy access of oxygen molecules through the longitudinal grooves will allow an 

easier contact oxygenation of the contacted surfaces. Hence, by varying LT contact 

length it will be possible to monitor the contact oxygenation process of the interface. 
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Fig. 8. SEM observations of the agglomerated powdery debris at the borders of the contact in: 

(a) textured sample with  LT=1.25 mm and LC=5 mm (before cleaning with ethanol); and (b) the 

textured sample with  LT=5 mm and LC=1.25 mm (before cleaning with ethanol). (c) SEM and 

BSE observations of a thin wear sheet (platelet) embedded in the ejected third body outside the 

grooves in a textured sample with  LT=1.25 mm, and LC=5 mm (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, 

δg= ±0.1 mm and f=1 Hz). 

3.2 Friction evolution 

Fig. 9a shows the evolution of the energy friction coefficient “µe” with the number of 

cycles at the reference conditions. The coefficient of friction increases significantly 

during the first 100 cycles (I). Following this, the coefficient of friction decreases (II), and 

starts increasing again before 500 cycles (III) to achieve a stable evolution beyond 5000 

cycles (IV).  
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Fig. 9. Variation of the energy friction coefficient µe as function of the (a) number of cycles at the 

reference condition and (b) the contact lengths LC or LT such that LC=5 mm if LT varies and 

LT=5 mm if LC varies (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm and f=1 Hz). 

These four stages are attributed to the third body behavior at the interface as discussed 

in [21,22,27]. During the first 100 cycles, the elimination of native oxides and the 

increase in the metal-metal interaction cause a fast increase in the coefficient of friction 

until a maximum value. Following this, debris particles are generated within the interface 

supporting a significant part of the applied stresses hence lowering the friction 
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coefficient by rolling accommodation. The friction coefficient decreases then to a 

minimum value. However, with the wear extension, the density of oxides debris 

entrapped within the interface increases promoting an increase in the sliding 

interactions between the rolling particles and a continuous increase of the global friction 

value [22]. This increase continues until a relatively compact debris bed is obtained after 

reaching equilibrium between the debris formation and ejection flows leading to a stable 

friction coefficient controlled by shear and sliding accommodations. The interpretation of 

the friction coefficient evolution comes in agreement with the camera observations (Fig. 

8) and more particularly with the occurrence of platelet debris structure after stage 3.  

By comparing the energy friction coefficient averaged over the entire test duration for 

variable “LC” and “LT” (Fig. 9b), it appears that there is no substantial difference in µe 

which has a global average value equals to 0.69 ± 0.04. This suggests that for the 

studied conditions, the friction response seems independent of the contact area and the 

contact orientation with respect to the sliding direction. Note that the evolution of LC and 

LT promotes a significant fluctuation of the contact oxygenation condition and the 

related partitions between adhesive and abrasive wear areas. It can be therefore 

concluded that the local friction coefficients operating in these adhesive and abrasive 

wear areas are in fact quite similar or at least not sufficiently different to induce a 

fluctuation of the global friction coefficient. It should be noted that lower friction 

coefficient values are observed for the shortest LC ≤1.25 mm textured surfaces. This 

could be induced by a bending accommodation of the contact which tends to decrease 

the friction dissipation and consequently reduce the energy friction coefficient. 
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3.3 Wear kinetics 

Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the wear volume extension as a function of the 

accumulated friction energy of the studied test conditions. A very dispersive distribution 

is observed. No linear relationship can be derived to extract a single energy wear 

coefficient. This indirectly underlines the significant effect of the contact size (i.e.  “LC” 

and “LT” lengths) and the sliding amplitude on the fretting wear rate fluctuations at least 

for the studied interface. 

 

Fig. 10. Evolution of the wear volume as function of the accumulated friction energy at different 

test conditions by varying LC, LT and δg (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa and f=1 Hz). 

(Nomenclature: LC (grey):  varying LC with LT= 5 mm; LT (yellow):  varying LT with LC= 5 mm; δg 

(red) varying δg with LT= LC = 5 mm (plain: plain specimens; text.: textured specimens).   
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A more elaborated fretting wear model needs to be considered. To do so, the 

“individual” energy wear rate is estimated for each experiment such that: 

α =
∆V

∆∑Ed
 

(7) 

This friction energy wear-rate analysis is established assuming that a steady state wear 

regime is already operating for the 20000 cycles test duration. This hypothesis was 

previously confirmed in [27] where, for similar contact conditions, a linear increase of 

the wear volume versus the fretting cycles (or the friction energy) was observed above 

5000 cycles. It is also confirmed by the stable evolution of the friction coefficient 

observed above 5000 cycles as illustrated in Fig. 9.  

Fig.11 plots the evolution of the energy wear rate α by varying LC and LT . Confirming 

former investigations [22], increasing LC or LT contact size parameters induces an 

asymptotic decrease in the friction energy wear rate toward the reference test condition 

(αref = 4.23x10-5 mm3/J) which corresponds to the contact size (LC = LT = 5 mm) 

(Fig.11). At this stage of the current investigation, it is still unclear if the energy wear 

rate will converge definitively to zero or to a finite value as suggested by previous works 

[20]. This aspect will be detailed more deeply in the discussion. Two separate 

evolutions can be observed suggesting that the relative influence of the collinear length 

regarding the wear rate fluctuation is higher than the transverse one.  
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Fig. 11.  Comparison of the energy wear rate as function of the contact lengths LC or LT such 

that LT=5 mm if LC varies and LC=5 mm if LT varies (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm 

and f=1 Hz). The wear rate at the reference conditions is αref (LC=LT=5 mm)= 4.23 10-5 mm3/J. The 

transition from pure abrasive to composite abrasive-adhesive wear response is detected at 

Lth = 3 mm.  

This result is quite interesting since maintaining the same contact area, increasing LC 

from 0.75 to 5 mm while fixing LT at 5 mm decreases the wear rate by a factor of 4. On 

the other hand, by increasing LT from 0.5 to 5 mm while fixing LC at 5 mm, the wear rate 

decreases by a factor of 2. Finally, the fretting scar analysis suggests a transition from 

pure abrasive to composite abrasive-adhesive wear response when the minimum value 

between LT and LC falls below Lth = 3 mm. 
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3.4 Identification of the representative contact length scales 

The asymptotic decrease of the wear rate versus the contact sizes LC and LT can be 

explained by two principal approaches namely the Contact Oxygenation Concept (COC) 

and the Third Body Theory (TBT). Indeed, by reducing the distance between the contact 

center and the outer environment, oxygen will have easier access to the interface 

causing more abrasion and progressive regression of adhesive wear triggering higher 

wear rate according to “COC” approach [24,25,27,29] (Fig. 12 & 13). Even under pure 

abrasive wear condition (LC or LT < Lth), a better contact oxygenation, by increasing the 

oxide film thickness, can explain the higher wear rate as suggested by oxidational wear 

models [30,31]. Alternatively, as mentioned by the third body theory (TBT), a reduction 

of the LC by reducing the debris residence time within the interface will favor the debris 

ejection process out of the contact promoting an increase in the wear rate. This aspect 

will be clarified in this section by establishing a pertinent length scale parameter 

monitoring both COC and TBT processes.  

3.4.1 COC length scale parameter 

Fig.12 compares the fretting scar morphologies of the plain contact configuration by 

varying LC from 2.5 to 5 mm (i.e. keeping constant LT= 5 mm). The optical observations 

confirm that most of the oxide worn debris is ejected along the sliding direction 

perpendicular to the “front edge”. The comparison of the EDX mappings suggests that 

for LC smaller than 3 mm the whole fretted interface is covered with oxide debris which 

implies a full abrasive wear process. 
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Fig. 12. Evolution of the debris ejection (TBT) (optical images) and the contact oxygenation 

(COC) (EDX maps) as a function of the contact length LC (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, 

δg=±0.1 mm, f=1 Hz and LT=5 mm). 

However, by increasing LC, an adhesive wear domain displaying a low oxygen 

concentration can be observed in the inner part of the contact. The larger is the LC, the 

larger is the inner adhesive wear domain leading to a composite fretting scar 

characterized by an inner adhesion domain surrounded by an abrasive wear annulus on 

the lateral borders.   

This typical inner adhesive wear extension can be explained considering the COC 

[24,32] suggesting that di-oxygen partial pressure which is maximum on the lateral 

borders tends to decrease inside the contact due to the balance between the advection-

dispersion-reaction processes [32] (Fig. 13). When the oxygen partial pressure falls 
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below a threshold value (i.e. PO2,th =0.1 Pa) [30–32], metal oxidation is no more possible 

and adhesive wear inducing direct metal-metal interactions can be observed.  

As suggested by the fretting scar EDX mapping (Fig. 12), the extension of the lateral 

oxide corona (i.e. well oxygenated interface) is quasi-isotropic whatever the sliding 

orientation. Assuming a constant friction power density condition (i.e. reaction rate), the 

smaller the distance of the inner part from the open air, the smaller the inner adhesion 

zone (Fig. 13). Therefore, the pertinent COC contact length scale could be related to the 

minimum contact length scale such that:   

LCOC = min  (LC, LT )  (8) 

 

Fig. 13. Illustrating how the contact size extension can promote the formation and the extension 

of an inner adhesive wear domain although constant iso-friction power density conditions are 

imposed (After [24]). 
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3.4.2 TBT length scale parameter 

TBT is driven by the debris ejection process so there is a key interest to better examine 

the debris layer structure generated by LC or LT contact configuration. Fig. 14 compares 

the fretted interface of LT=1.25 mm (A) and LC=1.25 mm (B) experiments at the contact 

opening. For the same contact area and friction energy dissipation, it is interesting to 

note that there is more debris at the interface for maximum LC=5 mm condition (A) 

which also corresponds to a lower wear volume estimated after sample cleaning. 

Hence, the larger the LC, the thicker the debris bed and finally the lower the wear rate. 

This is confirmed by the EDX mapping (Fig. 15 a & b) which clearly underlines a larger 

quantity of oxide debris on the fretting scar compared to the B condition where the LC 

contact length is minimized. 
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Fig. 14. SEM observation before surface cleaning of the textured fretting scars of the bottom 

samples A (LT = 1.25 mm; LC = 5 mm) having a wear volume V=0.384 mm3 then B (LT = 5 mm; 

LC = 1.25 mm) having a wear volume V=0.727 mm3 (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm 

and f=1 Hz). 

This investigation is generalized for all LT and LC experiments. It is remarkable to note 

that reducing LT, the [O]/[Fe] ratio (i.e. oxide debris layer presence) remains nearly 

constant which suggests that the varying LT does not influence the third body flow rate. 

Alternatively, reducing LC, a continuous reduction of the [O]/[Fe] is observed. This 

indicates that the LC length scale parameter could be considered as a pertinent variable 

to describe the TBT wear rate contribution. 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the EDX maps (a): A (LT = 1.25 mm; LC = 5 mm) fretting scar; (b) B (LT= 

5 mm; LC= 1.25 mm) fretting scar;  (c) Oxygen to Iron ratio “[O]/[Fe]” of the bottom textured 

samples for both orientations with variable LT and LC (after cleaning with ethanol) as a function 

of the contact size per textures (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm and f=1 Hz). 

Such conclusion is backed by careful observation of the fretting scars where micro-

abrasion grooves are detected on the first body. These latter are in fact generated by 

the relative sliding of the hard oxide debris entrapped within the interface before 

ejection. Whatever the contact configuration, these micro-grooves are systematically 

collinear to the sliding direction. No transverse micro-grooves can be observed. This 

suggests that the overall internal third body flow  ϕTB  is mainly driven by the collinear 
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contribution ϕTB,collinear such that the internal transverse flow (ϕTB,transverse ) can be 

neglected. 

ϕTB = ϕTB,collinear + ϕTB,transverse     (9) 

ϕTB,transverse = 0 ⇒ ϕTB = ϕTB,collinear   (10) 

Concerning the external ejection flow, two front and lateral components (i.e. ϕe,lateral 

and ϕe,front) can be distinguished. The front debris flow ϕe,front can be related to the 

collinear internal debris flow (i.e. ϕTB,collinear). However, the lateral ejection flow is more 

questionable. Since no transverse micro-abrasion grooves are observed, it can be 

assumed that ϕe,lateral component is in fact coming from a part of ϕTB,collinear  assuming 

that, due to the high hydrostatic pressure within the debris layer, some of the debris 

particles located next to the lateral edges are expelled to the lateral borders. This can 

be confirmed by the twist motion of debris platelets noticed on the lateral side Fig. 14 

(A-3). 

ϕTB = ϕTB,collinear   = ϕe,front +  ϕe,lateral  (11) 

Most of the surface observations reveal a larger ϕe,front contribution compared to the 

lateral one (Fig. 12 & 14). Besides, the given friction energy wear formalism implies 

considering the dissipation sites and therefore considering rather the internal debris flow 

as a representative of the TBT wear process. Since this latter is exclusively controlled 

by a collinear contribution, it can be assumed that the pertinent contact length scale 

controlling the third body ejection process is the collinear length scale such that: 

LTBT = LC (12) 
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To better interpret the TBT wear rate evolution, it appears interesting to apply Fillot et al. 

[18] model successively “translated” in terms of “debris flow-debris layer thickness” 

chart by Arnaud et al. in [33] (Fig. 16). As expected, the debris ejection flow increases 

with the third body thickness due to the larger debris ejection volume expelled from the 

contact during each fretting cycle (Fig. 16). Alternatively, the debris formation flow from 

the first bodies tends to decrease due to a higher protective action of the thicker third 

body layer. Hence, the steady state wear flow is reached when the debris formation flow 

equals the debris ejection one. 

ϕW = ϕe = ϕf (13) 

 

Fig. 16.  Application of the debris flows - third body thickness chart to interpret the effect of LC 

fluctuation regarding the third body layer. Assuming iso-contact size so that LT x LC =constant, a 
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reduction of LC increases the debris ejection flow and consequently reduces the third body 

thickness and increases the wear flow.  

This steady state condition also corresponds to a stabilized third body thickness (ϕTB). 

Since the contact oxygenation and the friction work are nearly the same whatever the 

contact orientation for the same contact area, the initial debris formation flows are 

assumed similar (i.e. ϕf(LT) = ϕf(LC)). Therefore, as discussed previously, by 

decreasing LC the presence of debris in the interface will be shortened so that the 

thickness of the debris bed will be reduced. The protection of the first bodies will be 

reduced which in turn will promote an increase in the debris formation rate and a rising 

of the global wear rate. This wear rate dependency versus third body thickness is also 

fully consistent with the former EDX [O]/[Fe] ratio investigation (Fig. 15): the faster the 

debris ejection process, the thinner the debris layer entrapped within the interface and 

the lower the [O]/[Fe] ratio.     

3.4.3 Relative influence of COC and TBT contributions on wear rate fluctuations 

By considering LTBT and LCOC length scale parameters, the evolution of LC and LT wear 

rates detailed in Fig. 11 can be more easily interpreted. Indeed, for LT experiments 

(yellow markers) the collinear length scale is constant which implies that a similar third 

body internal flow operates. However, by decreasing LT, the contact oxygenation 

increases, promoting thicker oxide layer on the fretted interface which in turn increases 

the debris formation rate but also the ejection process such that the powdery oxide 

particles are more easily ejected. Hence, by favouring the tribo-oxidation processes, a 

decrease of LT increases the energy wear rate. Regarding LC experiments (grey 

markers), a decrease of LC simultaneously affects the TBT debris ejection but also the 
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contact oxygenation. This can explain the higher wear rate observed for LC experiments 

compared to LT ones. This combined LT and LC  wear rate analysis appears as a 

pertinent strategy to decouple the relative influence of COC and TBT contributions. This 

tendency is better quantified by introducing the following COC and TBT wear rate 

fluctuation parameters such that:  

∆αCOC = αLT −  αref     (14) 

∆αTBT = αLC  −  αLT       (15) 

Both ∆αCOC and ∆αTBT  are plotted versus LCOC  and LTBT  respectively in Fig. 17.  

 

Fig. 17.  Evolution of the relative COC and TBT energy wear rate contribution extracted from 

the LC and LT experiments such that LC=5 mm if LT varies and LT=5 mm if LC varies (the other 

loading parameters are kept constant at the reference condition: N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, 

δg=±0.1 mm and f=1 Hz). 

This figure suggests equivalent asymptotic decrease of the wear rate contribution with 

the related contact lengths. Nevertheless, it appears that the TBT wear rate influence is 
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slightly higher than that of COC. This aspect will be better illustrated in the following 

wear modeling section. 

3.4.4 Coupled influence of the sliding amplitude δg with LTBT parameter 

The role of the sliding amplitude on fretting wear kinetics was previously investigated in 

[27] for similar flat-on-flat 34NiCrMo16 interface. This former investigation suggests that 

the sliding amplitude has a negligible impact on the friction coefficient which has a 

global average value µe=0.70 ± 0.04 (Fig. 10 of [27]). On the other hand, increasing the 

sliding amplitude tends to increases the energy wear rate as detailed in Fig. 13 of [27].  

Since both the contact size along the sliding direction “LC = LTBT” and the sliding 

amplitude “δg” display a reverse influence on the debris ejection (i.e. the longer “LTBT”, 

the longer the debris entrapment and the longer “δg” the shorter the debris entrapment), 

it appears interesting to combine these two variables considering the “LTBT/δg” ratio. 

Fig. 18 confirms that a single wear rate master curve combining both δg and LTBT 

variables can be derived by assuming LTBT/δg ratio. Again, an asymptotic decreasing 

evolution can be observed.  
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Fig. 18. Evolution of the energy wear rate “α” versus the  NTBT = LTBT/δg ratio for plain and 

textured samples (Fig. 5b) (N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, f=1 Hz, and LT=5 mm). 

By increasing LTBT/δg either by decreasing δg or increasing LTBT, the elimination of the 

third body particles will be slower. The increase of the residence time of the debris 

particles in the interface increases the thickness of the debris bed protecting in turn the 

first bodies against wear (i.e. reducing the energy wear rate) [9]. This result is quite 

interesting as it reflects that the energy wear rate is inversely proportional to the number 

of the sliding steps required to eliminate the wear debris from the interface such that: 

NTBT = LTBT/δg (16) 

In other words, the longer the debris path (LTBT) and the smaller the sliding amplitude 

(δg), the higher is the number of cycles (NTBT) required to eliminate the wear debris from 

the interface. Note that such asymptotic decrease converges toward a constant value 

above a threshold NTBT,th  value estimated to be around 60 for the studied condition. 
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3.4.5 Modeling contact size effect on wear rate fluctuations and wear volume extension 

Various strategies were considered in the past decades to simulate the asymptotic 

decrease of the wear rate versus the contact size. A first approach based on a power 

law formulation was introduced in [21] then extended in [22] such that:      

α =  αref × (
Lref

L
)
nL

   (17) 

where L is a contact length scale representative of the contact size effect, Lref is a 

reference contact size condition and nL is the exponent monitoring the L contact length 

scale influence on the fretting wear rate fluctuation. These first works were undertaken 

for non-conformal Hertzian sphere-on-flat and cylinder-on-flat steel interfaces. The 

authors, by associating the variable L to the Hertzian contact radius (i.e. L = aH) found a 

rather nice correlation with experiments assuming nL = 0.9 (Fig. 1). The authors 

underlined that the longer the debris path within the interface, the smaller the debris 

ejection flow rate and consequently the lower the wear rate. This explanation can be 

related to the given NTBT sliding steps required to eliminate the wear debris from the 

interface. 

This approach was extended by Zhu et al. [9,10] considering a dynamical evolution of 

the wear volume extension where the contact size effect is assumed inversely 

proportional to the sliding path: 

dV

dEd
= 

k

L
  (18) 
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This formulation is in fact equivalent to the given wear rate description (Eq. 17) 

considering a steady state linear wear volume extension versus the friction work 

dissipated in the interface if nX is approximated to 1 and k = αref × Lref (Eq. 19). 

dV

dEd
= 

V

ΣEd
= α = αref × (

Lref

L
)
nL

= 
k

L
  (19) 

In this investigation, a coupled effect of TBT and COC processes is underlined through 

LCOC and LTBT length scales. Therefore, an equivalent power law formalism previously 

introduced in [27] is adopted here to capture the contact size effect: 

αL,δ = αref × [
LCOC

LCOC,ref
]
nCOC

× [
LTBT δg⁄

LTBT,ref δg,ref⁄
]
nTBT

  
(20) 

with LCOC,ref = LTBT,ref = Lref = 5 mm, δg,ref = 0.1 mm  and αref = 4.23x10-5 mm3/J. 

In this formulation the effective TBT wear rate contribution expressed through 

(LTBT δg⁄ )
𝑛𝑇𝐵𝑇

 term is weighted by the COC process through (LCOC)
𝑛𝐶𝑂𝐶 parameter. A 

numerical fitting analysis is performed using the experimental results compiled in Fig. 11 

and 18 (i.e. test procedure Fig. 5) which leads to nCOC = −0.4 and nTBT = −0.6. A very 

nice correlation versus the experimental wear rate confirms the stability of this proposal 

(Fig. 19).  
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Fig. 19. Comparison between the experimental and the predicted wear rate (Eq. 20) varying LC, 

LT and δg  while keeping the other loading parameters constant at N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, 

f=1 Hz δg= ±0.1 mm for LC and LT experiments. 

 

It is interesting to note that nCOC influence is at least 30% lower than the nTBT which 

indirectly confirms the former ∆αCOC and ∆αTBT  analysis indicating that TBT displays a 

higher wear rate influence than COC. Besides, when LCOC=LTBT=L, as observed for 

sphere-on-flat or cylinder-on-flat contacts, and assuming constant sliding amplitudes, 

the former expression can be simplified to: 

αL,δ = αref × [
Lref

L
]  (21) 

which corresponds to former formulations derived by Merhej et al. [21,22] and Zhu et al. 

[9,10]. This confirms that for these non-conformal contacts, the wear rate is inversely 

proportional to the collinear contact length (i.e. contact radius for sphere-on-flat and 
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distinguish the relative influence of TBT and COC processes on the wear rate 

fluctuation induced by the contact size and the sliding amplitude. To confirm the stability 

of this approach, the model was applied for various loading conditions comparing the 

experimental and predicted wear volume (Fig. 20) given by: 

Vpred = αL,δ × ∑Ed  (22) 

 

Fig. 20. Comparison between the experimental and predicted wear volumes (Eq. 22) by varying 

the contact size parameters LC (mm), LT (mm) and the sliding amplitude δg (±mm) but keeping 

the other loading parameter constant where N=20000 cycles, p=100 MPa, and f=1 Hz. 

The standard deviation error expressed by Eq. 23 remains lower than 19% whereas the 

coefficient of determination R² reaches 0.88. This very good correlation with 

experiments validates the stability of the proposed model.  
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4. Discussion  

Results show that an increase of the collinear LC and the transverse LT contact sizes 

decreases asymptotically the wear rate but in a different way. To interpret such complex 

transitions and the related wear rate evolution, both the contact oxygenation concept 

(COC) and the third body approach (TBT) were discussed and formalized considering 

LCOC = min(LC, LT) and LTBT = LC contact length scale parameters. Finally, by 

introducing a power law approach taking into account both COC and TBT contributions, 

a simple formulation of the energy wear rate function versus the contact size and the 

sliding amplitude is derived. The very good correlation with numerous experiments 

performed using different contact configurations approves the stability of the proposal. It 

was also shown that for more conventional contact configuration like sphere-on-flat or 

cylinder-on-flat contacts, when LCOC = LTBT  the given model predicts well the 1/L 

contact size dependency previously detailed in literature [9,10,21,22]. The very good 

prediction of the experimental wear volumes also indirectly supports the hypothesis of a 

linear steady state wear volume extension at least for the studied conditions. This power 

law modeling [9,21] expressing the wear rate as an inverse function of the characteristic 

contact size (i.e. α ∝ 1/LnL) infers mathematically that the wear rate converges to an 

infinite value when the contact size converges to zero whereas it converges to zero 

when the contact size converges to infinity. This aspect was discussed in [9] stating that 

an infinite contact size implies an infinite debris path hence an infinite entrapment of the 

debris within the interface and therefore no-wear response. Alternatively, it can be also 

argued that an infinite contact size does not imply any open edges allowing the debris 

ejection process which is, in an equivalent way, suggests that the wear rate converges 
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to zero. An essential question, however, concerns the representativeness of an infinite 

contact hypothesis to describe the wear kinetics of very large industrial contacts which 

physically display free edges allowing the debris ejection process and therefore a non-

zero wear rate. Indeed, various experimental investigations [20] suggest that a better 

description of the contact size wear rate fluctuation is achieved assuming a very low but 

non-zero residual wear rate for very large contact configurations. An open question 

would be to check if this residual wear rate is constant involving an alternative threshold 

power law formulation as that introduced in [21] or, as discussed in [9], this residual 

wear rate may be related to an asymptotic decreasing value with the contact size. To 

clarify this aspect further development will be undertaken to investigate very large 

contact size response. Note that a similar experimental strategy focusing on very small 

contact sizes would be interesting to evaluate the stability of the proposed power law 

formalism which is up to now mainly established for micro-meso contacts sizes.       

Another surprising aspect concerns the continuous evolution of the wear rate (Fig. 11) 

at the transition from pure abrasive to composite abrasive/adhesive wear behavior.  

This transition should be reflected in a discontinuous evolution which is not observed in 

the current study. The continuous evolution of LT experiments may be explained by the 

fact that even if the entire interface is sufficiently oxygenated to switch to abrasive wear, 

the smaller the LCOC , the higher the interfacial oxygen partial pressure, the thicker the 

oxide layer formed and finally the higher the wear rate as demonstrated by the tribo-

oxidation wear models [34,35]. However, more in-depth studies will be developed to 

clarify and confirm this point. 
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Another key aspect concerns the steady state hypothesis. Many aspects (i.e. stability of 

the friction coefficient and the linear wear volume evolution) suggest that the fretting 

wear evolution is stable at the studied 20000 fretting cycles. However, the steady state 

response in tribology must be considered as a relative concept. One can assume that 

the interface evolves in very long test situations inducing, for instance, a progressive 

elimination of the inner adhesive zone [9,36]. To investigate this aspect, a fretting test 

performed at the reference loading condition was extended up to 50000 fretting cycles.  

The comparison of EDX fretting scars confirms a stable evolution of the partition 

between inner adhesive wear and external abrasive wear domains (Fig. 21). This 

indirectly suggests that the given 20000 cycles test duration captures well the steady 

state wear response of the studied interface in terms of friction, wear kinetics but also 

wear mechanisms.   

 

Fig. 21. Comparison between the EDX maps of the fretting scars obtained after 20000 and 50000 fretting 

cycles  (LT=LC =5 mm, p=100 MPa, δg=±0.1 mm, and f=1 Hz). 

This stable evolution of the composite adhesive/abrasive fretting scar can be interpreted 

considering recent multiphysics simulations coupling COC and surface wear modeling 

including third body layer [26]. This research work predicts a stable area of the inner 
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adhesion domain even after a large number of fretting cycles due to contact pressure 

discontinuity at the boundary between adhesive and abrasive wear zones blocking the 

oxygen diffusion within the inner part of the contact. Future experimental work will be 

undertaken to clarify this aspect for very long test up to 106 cycles.  

Regarding the given wear rate modeling, one hypothesis is that COC is fully isotropic 

whereas TBT is anisotropic. However, these first approximations must be tempered. For 

instance, it can be supposed that collinear debris flow and large sliding amplitudes have 

an effect on the oxygen diffusion within the debris bed. Therefore, an anisotropic 

description of COC process could be considered in the future to better describe the 

contact size and the sliding amplitude effects. The given results propose, however, a 

very weak contribution of the studied sliding amplitude on COC, yet some fluctuations 

are expected for larger sliding amplitude. The best fitting analysis in [27] suggested 

nδg = 0.7 which can be related to the TBT component (i.e.  nTBT = 0.6) plus a residual 

influence of other damage processes (i.e. nδres = 0.1). Most of the sliding amplitude 

influence appears related to the debris ejection process, however another part could be 

linked to other damage processes like tribo-oxidation as suggested by Dreano et al. in 

[35] and/or the COC process. Hence, a complementary experimental work needs to be 

undertaken to better isolate the effect of δg  regarding TBT but above all COC and tribo-

oxidation phenomena. 

Regarding the TBT description, only the collinear internal debris flow parameter is 

addressed assuming LTBT = LC. However, a lateral debris ejection component needs to 

be carefully examined in future using a dedicated experimental work. Perhaps the given 
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macro-textured interface strategy is not so relevant to isolate this aspect. Hence, meso-

macro-contact configuration allowing the investigation of very narrow LT length appears 

as an alternative to deepen this analysis.  

To conclude, one of the interesting aspects of this approach is its capacity to decouple 

both COC and TBT contributions with respect to the global wear rate. Besides, it is 

possible to include the effect of other loading parameters introduced in details in [27]. 

For instance, after [27] the contact pressure effect can be formalized using a power 

expression such that: 

αp = αref × (
p

pref
)
0.6

  (24) 

The physical interpretation of this positive 0.6 exponent is still unclear. After COC, the 

higher the contact pressure, the larger the extension of the inner adhesive wear domain 

and therefore the lower the wear rate. Alternatively after the TBT, an increase of the 

contact pressure tends to raise the hydrostatic pressure imposed within the third-body 

layer, which in turn favors the debris ejection process. Hence, the higher the contact 

pressure the thinner the debris layer and therefore the higher the wear rate. Another 

interpretation can be related to the plastic response of the material as described by the 

K.L. Johnson chart displaying [37] the different domains of elastic, elastic shakedown 

and plastic ratchetting responses as a function of the coefficient of friction and the 

maximum contact pressure. Therefore, the higher the contact pressure the larger the 

plastic deformation and therefore the higher the wear rate [38].  

Regarding the sliding frequency effect, former investigations [27] underlined an 

asymptotic decrease of the energy wear rate so that: 
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αf = αref × (
f

fref
)
−0.35

  
(25) 

with αref =4.23x10-5 mm3/J and fref = 1 Hz.  

As discussed previously, the effect of the sliding frequency can be addressed through a 

tribo-oxidation approach. Dreano et al. [35] suggested  that the fretting wear rate can be 

related to the oxide thickness formed on the fresh metal between each sliding period. 

Hence, the higher the sliding frequency, the thinner the oxide layer and the lower the 

wear rate. This approach of the metal oxidation, based on the Arrhenius law, shows that 

the thickness of the oxide film formed between each sliding sequence is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the frequency. Assuming that the abrasive wear rate is 

proportional to the thickness of the oxide layer (i.e. a fraction of the thickness of oxide 

removed by the mechanical action of the sliding contact), we can deduce that the wear 

kinetics is also inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency so that 

α ∝ f−0.5. This simple tribo-oxidation approach can clarify the observed reduction of the 

wear rate with the increase of frequency (α ∝ f−0.35). The slight difference between the 

exponents can be explained by the occurrence of adhesive zone and the potential 

interactions with third body flow. 

The power law approach developed in [27] is considered here to combine all loading 

parameters. The wear volume prediction assuming a steady state wear rate response is 

expressed by: 

Vpred = α∗ × ∑Ed  (26) 

With α∗ being the extended energy wear rate. 
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This extended energy wear rate is approximated by a factorial function of the power law 

components: 

 α∗ = αpref ×∏(
X

Xref
)
nX

  (27) 

The contact loading parameter X can be substituted by LCOC, LTBT, δg, p and f 

respectively. Neglecting the residual contribution of the sliding amplitude (i.e. stating 

that  nδres = 0), the explicit formulation related to the studied flat-on-flat interface can be 

derived by combining Eqs. 20, 24, 25 and 26 leading to: 

α∗ = αref × [
LCOC

LCOC,ref
]

nCOC

× [
LTBT/δg

LTBT,ref/δg,ref
]

nTBT

× [
p

pref
]
np

× [
f

fref
]
ηf

 
(28) 

where αref =4.23x10-5 mm3/J, nCOC = −0.4, nTBT = −0.6, np = 0.6, nf = −0.35.   

Note that for the specific cases where LCOC = LTBT = L like observed for non-conformal 

sphere-on-flat or cylinder-on-flat contacts, the former expression can be simplified to: 

α∗ = αref × [
L

Lref
]
−1

× [
δg

δg,ref
]
0.6

× [
p

pref
]
0.6

× [
f

fref
]
−0.35

  
(29) 

which indirectly allows us to justify the 1/L formulations derived in [21] and [9]. 

This extended wear rate formulation (Eq. 28) is in fact very similar to a previous 

expression developed in [39] (Eq. 3.8) except that in this latter work the LTBT length is 

directly related to LC whereas the LCOC length scale parameter is approximated by the 

LT transverse contact length. The difference is very small such that most of the LCOC =

min  (LC, LT ) values are in fact equal to LT. However, one interest of the given 
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formulation is that both COC and TBT are more clearly explicit using LCOC and LTBT 

length scale parameters. Besides, the given approach (Eq. 20, 28) suggests that the 

wear rate is proportional to the product of a function related to that contact oxygenation 

and a function related to the third-body theory. This is in direct contrast to a recent 

proposal introduced by Shipway et al. [36] suggesting that the wear rate will be the rate 

of the slowest process which controls wear (i.e. the concept of the rate determining 

process). It appears here a very interesting scientific challenge to compare these two 

approaches to better understand the effect of the contact size with respect to the wear 

rate fluctuations. 

Fig. 22 compares the experimental and predicted wear volume derived from this 

extended friction energy wear rate expression (Eq. 28). Again very good correlations 

with experiments confirm the stability of this approach. Despite its simplicity, this model 

allows to take into account the effect of the contact size and the sliding amplitude 

through a synergic COC and TBT analysis, the effect of the contact pressure 

considering local plasticity at the asperity scale and the effect of frequency considering 

a tribo-oxidation contribution.  
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Fig. 22. Comparison between the experimental and predicted wear volumes (Eq. 28) by varying 

the contact size parameters LC (mm), LT (mm), the sliding amplitude δg (±mm), the frequency 

and the contact pressure (except the mentioned conditions in the legend, the other loading 

parameters are kept constant at the reference condition: Nref=20000 cycles, pref=100 MPa, fref= 1 

Hz, δg,ref= ±0.1 mm, LC,ref = LT,ref =5 mm  where f and p experiments are extracted from [27]). 

The basic weighted power-law formulation appears surprisingly well describing both 

COC and TBT interactions. However, more elaborated mathematical expressions could 

be considered in the future to better describe the very complex interactions involving 

both TBT and COC processes as well as the coupled interactions between them as 

discussed previously. For instance, the interface oxygenation process depends on the 

porosity of the debris bed, which itself depends on the thickness of this latter. Likewise, 

the oxygenation of the interface modifies the cohesive nature of the debris as shown in 

[40]: under ambient air the third body (TB) is powdery with iron oxides detected, 

whereas no oxidation is observed under pure argon and TB is highly compacted in the 

whole contact suggesting high cohesion between particles. Through a TB meshfree 
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model, it was highlighted that different cohesion strengths induced distinct TB rheology 

and consequently different friction regimes [40]. The contact oxygenation also modifies 

the ejection process of the third body and therefore influences the TBT contribution. 

Thus, the complex coupling between COC and TBT suggests that a more elaborated 

formulation of the contact size effect needs to be considered in future developments.  

However, one major interest of this power law formulation is the possibility to directly 

implement this expression in a previous power law expression describing the effect of 

contact pressure, sliding frequency and sliding amplitude [27]. 

5. Conclusion  

This study inspects the contact size and the gross slip sliding amplitude effects on the 

fretting wear rate of 34NiCrMo16 steel crossed flat-on-flat interface keeping constant 

the mean contact pressure, the sliding frequency and the fretting cycles. Combining 

both plain and macro-textured specimens, the experimental strategy consists in keeping 

constant the transverse contact size LT = 5 mm while varying the longitudinal contact 

size LC along which the sliding amplitude is applied, then to maintain constant LC = 5 

mm while varying LT in the same way. Using this strategy it was possible to investigate 

various collinear and transverse contact length scales keeping constant the total fretted 

area. The main points of the present paper are: 

- Whatever the contact dimension the coefficient of friction appears constant and 

stabilized around 0.7. This suggests that the friction coefficient is weakly affected by 

contact size effects at least for the studied flat-on-flat contact configuration.    
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- Confirming former literature work, the experiments display an asymptotic decrease of 

the friction energy wear rate with the contact size. However, different evolutions have 

been observed by varying separately LC or LT. The relative influence of the collinear 

length appears significantly higher than the transverse one. The plain friction energy 

wear approach comparing the wear volume versus the accumulated friction work is no 

more applicable. 

- By comparing LC and LT wear rate responses, it is possible to decouple both contact 

oxygenation concept (i.e. COC: partition between adhesive and abrasive wear domains) 

and third body theory (i.e. TBT: debris ejection flow) regarding their respective 

contribution on the global wear rate. 

- The COC contact contribution can be expressed as function of a representative 

LCOC = min(LC, LT) length scale according to the isotropic diffusion of di-oxygen 

molecules within the debris layer. Alternatively, the TBT process is better expressed 

using the collinear length scale according to the anisotropic behavior of the debris flow 

within the fretted interface (i.e. LTBT = LC).  

- Combining LTBT and sliding amplitude δg experiments, a master curve is obtained 

describing the evolution of the friction energy wear rate as a function of the NTBT =

LTBT/δg ratio. This suggests a synergic interaction between the collinear length scale 

and the fretting sliding amplitude regarding the debris ejection process. 

- A power-law approach is introduced to model the contact size effect on the fretting 

wear rate fluctuation where the TBT wear rate contribution is expressed as a function of 

the LTBT/δg ratio weighted by a COC contribution expressed as a function of the LCOC  
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contact length scale. The very good correlation with experiments confirms the stability of 

the proposal. 

- This contact size effect formulation is combined with a previous weighted friction 

energy wear approach [27] taking into account the effect of the sliding frequency and 

the contact pressure. Despite the simplicity of the derived extended friction energy wear 

rate expression, very good correlations with numerous experiments support the stability 

of the approach.     
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